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Cons: larger than many 10" powered subs, BUT, that box size is one of the reasons it goes as
low as it does. Pros: This speaker is great. I've been told from audiophiles that this is one of the
better subs, and for the price it's practically the best bang for your buck. This sub doesn't start
doing much under 10 o clock on the dial, but once its turned to at least 12, it starts working
magic. The sound is very deep and clean and is perfect with music. Cons: In a big room or a
room with an open end this sub starts getting washed out. You have to turn the bass almost to
max before it does its job. Remember this is a "10 so don't expect too much if your putting this
in a big room. Also there's a light in the front that glows a bright blue when the sub is on. I'm
not a fan of it, but i'm not deducting an egg for something like that. Pros: A definite upgrade
from my polk audio psw10 that I previously had and this sub blows it away. Very clean sound at
any volume and delivers awesome lows. I would have to say listening to music and watching
movies has never sounded better. It really transformed my home theater completely. Highly
recommended! Pros: Powerful and tight, these make good general use subwoofers. They hit
deep, though they are clearly more efficient at some tones, making them seem louder around
45hz. The feet could be a little better insulated, but I've always found that to be the case with
subs. Overall Review: I have a 15x15 living room that's open on the right side, and use two subs
I'm not sure if just one of these would be able to keep up with my system -- at the very least it
would be driven extremely hard. They produce clean, never boomy sound, and paired can
absolutely shake my house. I love the front-mounted gain control and adjustable phase knob. In
time, I plan to zone them in each specifically for the corners they are placed in. Those are both
great features for this price point! Pros: Price Build Quality Performance Works well with music
and home theater 3 years old and still going strong! Overall Review: I've had my s The Blue LED
did go out within the first week but it was annoyiing and I was going to put electrical tape over it
anyway. I was even sent another LED replacement but never installed it and don't where it is
anymore. The subwoofer is awesome. The s I would definitely take it over the smaller Energy M6
and M8 subwoofers which can't hit as low and fill a room as well as the s Don't let the LED issue
bother you about the quality of the speaker components. I have some of their other speakers in
my collection too. Pros: Picked up this sub for half retail Yes there are better subs, but not at
this price. Blends well with the rest of my Energy system Cons: Wish it were a 12" sub instead
of a 10" for the size room I have and one that would dip a bit lower in frequency, but other than
that, I'm very satisfied with it at the price paid. Outstanding service. Pros: Sound Quality is
amazing. Ive only had one week setup so I cant judge the reliability but the bass does not rattle
or sound bad. It sounds amazings so far with my onkyo Cons: None at the moment but realise
that the majority post cons about this sub because those who speak out are generally the ones
that had a bad experience. A vast majority most likely really enjoy this sub and without flaws.
Overall Review: I recommend getting a pair of these to smooth out the 'hot' or 'cold' bass spots
around the room. Sold by: Newegg Shipped by Newegg. This item is currently out of stock and
it may or may not be restocked. Out of Stock. Add To Wish List. Are you an E-Blast Insider?
Close double click image to zoom in. Energy S The S Plus, the S Powerful Bass A bass-reflex
design with down-firing ports, the S This proprietary design dramatically reduced surround
distortion, letting it go lower with greater output and fidelity. Ease of Use The S The subwoofer
also has a power mode switch that turns it on and off automatically, based on the presence of
an audio signal. Learn more about the Energy S Verified Owner. Did you? Jonathan C. Overall
Review: 5 eggs for such a great sub! Anthony N. Cons: None. Richard K. Gregory T. Great
Subwoofer! Anthony A. Energy s Brandon L. Great Sub for Price!! A great budget subwoofer!
Return Policies Return for refund within: 30 days Return for replacement within: 30 days. Cart
Subtotal 0 Item. A ll rights reserved. Discussion in ' Reality Check ' started by Lance , Jul 7, Log
in. This site uses cookies. By continuing to use this site, you are agreeing to our use of cookies.
Learn More. Energy S Lance [OP]. The other day my Energy sub. I was watching a movie and
the little blue light that shows that it's on, just shut off. So I tried unplugging it, unhooking the
surround speakers from the back on the amp and took off the amp and noticed the fuse was.. I
was told aside from the fuse, there's another problem with it. I wasn't told what that problem
was but i'm kind of curious on what may be the problem if anyone is a huge home audio expert
and can tell me. Or have any ideas on what it may be. Running the sub speaker itself, so i'm not
getting that deep deep tone of bass at all. I plan on disecting the amp from the sub over the
weekend to see if anything is fried or what's going on there. Picture of the sub. Last edited: Jul
7, Lance , Jul 7, Is there a fuse on the sub? Is there is I'd check that next. He did. Lace: take it to
an electronics shop for a quote. RoryTate , Jul 8, Is it a powered sub? If not, touch a D cell
battery across the terminals and see if the speaker moves. If it does, put a meter on the wires
from the amp and see if you have voltage. Move the cone with your hands. Does it move freely
or does it feel like its scraping something. Or try putting it on a different set of terminals and see
if that works. If it does, your problem is the sub channel. If it doesn't, its the sub. Or you can

take the sub out of the box and put a meter to the terminals and see if you have a circuit.
Cheddar , Jul 8, It is a powered sub. Should I still go through the same process or..? I took it to
an audio guy yesterday. He looked at the amp for like 20 minutes and said the fuse was blown
Well yes, I knew that. He also said I can fix the sub myself by replacing the old amp on the back
with a new one, but it would take some time. Lance , Jul 9, You must log in or sign up to reply
here. Show Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Password:
Forgot your password? Go to Top. It's so much more beautiful than the s10 i know that sound
matters first but if the What i ask myself is about the quality of the bass. I mean the speaker is
very near the side of the sub. I read somewhere that the best place for the speaker placement in
a cabinet is in the center. But i trust that Energy made their tests and calculations to provide the
best bass But i wonder all the same And the s And bigger!! It's not yet in the store back order i
think Else, i could just buy directly the e:xl-s12 which is ordinary looking but a lot of people tell
me that it's very good and go down to 20Hz. I dont know about the newest Energy subs,all I can
tell you its you will not get a true 20Hz with a good output. This message has been edited by
avman on at PM. In fact, i'm trying to decide between the Energy s I'm beginning to think that
the xl-s12 would be better. Even if my room is 12' by 14' Why am i insisting on Energy? Because
the only good brands sold by the stores nearby at Cap-de-la-Madeleine, Quebec, Canada are
Klipsch and Energy for my price range. Klipsch were wonderful from what i heard but the fact is
that i have so much sound reflective surfaces in my HT room so i fear that the Klipsch would be
too harsh. And the sound from the Klipsch sub ksw seemed less powerful that that of the
Energy xl-s Perhaps the demo in the store was not properly installed Perhaps not. I don't know ;
it's just that my intuition is driving me toward a complete Energy speaker set I did audition
some 10 and 12" Energy and they all sounded convincing in the lows. Get the more expensive
sub,you will not regret the purchase. A good sub will not go out of style anytime soon. My Home
Systems Page. For music and movies the Dynes slaughter your Mirages and Energy speakers.
Energy and Mirage tweeters are crude harsh metallic mass market compared to Dynaudio
Esotec and Esotar units. And dont even throw at me the Energy Veritas or the reference Mirage
OM-1 or I will take out the best speaker in the world the Dynaudio Evidence and slice your hype
to pieces. I just watched prices of dynaudio speakers in Yes they are certainly excellent
speakers but this is another category This veryhi-fi Also, Ears, I think Energy is in the beginning
of the hi-fi market or the very best of mass market?? My choice is almost certain now ; the store
is in renovations until wednesday but then i will listen to 2 systems to finalize my purchase. The
receiver will be Denon DVDrv31k dvd player panasonic. Now the speakers :. Call me if you want
a deal on any line we carry You can post now and register later. If you have an account, sign in
now to post with your account. Note: Your post will require moderator approval before it will be
visible. Paste as plain text instead. Only 75 emoji are allowed. Display as a link instead. Clear
editor. Upload or insert images from URL. Home Theater Search In. Prev 1 2 Next Page 1 of 2.
Recommended Posts. Posted November 7, Did someone try the new Energy sub s How is it
compared to the e:xl-s10? Share this post Link to post Share on other sites. The Energy subs
are very solid down to 25Hz as most subs are. TheEAR s Now theears. Posted November 8,
Please let me know fast; because I was just about to buy.. I like the gloss finish of the higher
end Energy subs,very nice. Posted November 9, Energy is the younger brother of Mirage..
Mirage mak
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es Klipsch look like Radio Shack speakers. Energy is far superior to any series Klipsch sub.
Face it Klipsch has become a Monster Cable supporter???!!!!??? At some point we all realize
money is better than any hobby. Why are you unimpressed with Energy, boa? I mean, for the
same price range, is there something that is really better? And go down or almost to 20Hz? So
you say that velodyne and paradigm would be better than Energy for both movies and music?
Posted November 10, Now starts the pissing contest That means you also like a PA system for
home use because that is what Klipsch sounds like. I guess you also have Monster cable to
"improve imaging and staging" hahahahaha Lets not even get into Wilson Audio yet. Yeah,
people like me! Thanks to all the Helping guys! OK Steve,I think I follow you! DEAM is like a fart
in an elevator. Best overlooked. Join the conversation You can post now and register later.
Reply to this topic Insert image from URL. Go To Topic Listing. Sign In Sign Up.

